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Discussion: Individuals born in cities and
winter are at increased risk of schizophrenia.
Moreover, the city birth effect seems to be
modified by the season of birth. City birth did
not increase the risk of schizophrenia among
those born in summer, but was associated with
a 21% increase among the winter born. The
confirmation of our predictions suggests that
adverse events at or before birth are at least
partly responsible for the association between
urban upbringing and increased risk of schizo-

phrenia found in the recent Swedish cohort
study.'
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A retrospective technique was used to register
all newly diagnosed cases of insulin dependent
diabetes mellitus (IDDM) in Belgrade children
0-14 years of age, between 1982 and 1992.
Two independent sources of data were used:
patients' records from hospitals where the dis-
ease was diagnosed (according to WHO cri-
teria') and the population based register. To
establish the completeness ofascertainment the
capture/recapture method was used.2
For calculation of yearly incidence rates, the

population denominator data were obtained
from the 1981 and 1991 national census data
with interpolation. The incidence was stand-
ardised by the direct method using the world
population as the standard. The 95% confidence
intervals were calculated assuming a Poisson dis-
tribution. The significance of seasonal variation
was analysed by an ordinary X2 test.

Results: The ascertainment probability for the
whole study period was 90 05%, ranging from
74 04% to 98-74%. Between 1982 and 1992,
the mean, annual, age adjusted incidence rates
of IDDM (per 100000) were 7-3 for boys, 8 1

Incidence rates (95% confidence interval(CI)) (per 100000) of insulin dependent
diabetes mellitus in Belgrade children 0-14 years in relation to sex, average for 1982-92

Age group (y) Crude Age adjusted
rate rate

0-4 5-9 10-14 0-14 0-14

Boys
Cases (no) 24 43 59 126
Population 47-574 51-594 50-870 150-038
Incidence rate 4-6 7-6 10-5 7-6 7-3
(95% CI) (2-9,6-8) (5-5,10-2) (8-1,13-7) (6-4,9-1) (6-1,8-8)

Gins
Cases (no) 16 55 62 133
Population 44-610 48-477 47 500 140-587
Incidence rate 3-3 10-3 11-9 8-6 8-1
(95% CI) 1-9,5-3 7-8,13-5 9-2,15-4 7-2,10-2 (6 8,9 7)

Total
Cases (no) 40 98 121 259
Population 92-184 100-071 98-370 290-625
Incidence rate 3 9 8-9 11-2 8-1 7-7
(95% CI) 2-8,5-3 7-3,10-9 9-3,13-4 7-1,9-2 6-8,8-7

for girls, and 7-7 for both sexes. The highest
incidence was in the age group 10-14 years. The
overall male:female ratio was 0 90 (table).
There was a year to year fluctuation in both

crude incidence and estimated incidence
(crude rate/completeness of ascertainment),
with two peaks, one in 1985 and the other
surrounding the year 1991.
The largest numbers ofnew cases were iden-

tified in the months ofJanuary and September,
and the smallest numbers in April, May, and
June. The seasonal pattern in the total material
was significantly different from a uniform dis-
tribution of new cases throughout the year
(p<0-01). The mean number of new cases in
the winter months, December, January and
February, was significantly different from the
yearly mean (p<0 05).

Discussion: The IDDM incidence rate of
7.7 per 100000 in Belgrade compares with
rates in European countries with low-medium
incidence. This rate is comparable to those in
France, Hungary, Austria, and northern Italy;
is higher than that in Israel; and is lower than
rates in Nordic countries, in Denmark, and the
United Kingdom.3 In Belgrade, however, the
IDDM incidence is higher than that during the
years 1989 and 1990 in Bucharest,3 which is
on a latitude close to that of Belgrade. It is also
higher than the rates in Slovenia and Poland,3
which are further north. There are other ex-
amples which are inconsistent with a north to
south gradient.3 Taking into account year to
year fluctuation and epidemic type variation in
IDDM incidence, however, a north to south
gradient can not be discussed on the basis of
one or two year incidence rates, especially when
small variations in latitude and rates of in-
cidence are concerned. The rates in Sardinia
and Iceland3 could be regarded as exceptions.
Our data confirm earlier findings that there

is often a slight female preponderance in low
incidence populations.
A trend ofincreasing incidence for childhood
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diabetes has been observed both in Europe and
elsewhere.4 Our study period of 11 years was
too short to provide an accurate analysis of any
time trend in incidence. In fact, there seemed
to be a non-linear, epidemic type variation,
with a possible outbreak in 1985 and around
the year 1991. It has recently been pointed out
that IDDM is a rather atypical chronic disease
in that its "epidemics" are evident and relatively
common.5

In our study a typical seasonal variation in
incidence was established.

Since the pathological process leading to
IDDM may start years before the clinical onset,
the epidemic variation, as well as the seasonal

one, probably reflects the activity of triggering
factors rather than aetiological factors.
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Alcohol consumption and obesity in the adult population of Spain

Juan L Gutierrez-Fisac, Fernando Rodriguez-Artalejo, Carmen Rodriguez-Blas,
Juan del Rey-Calero

Although diverse research has shown that al-
coholics tend to have lower body weights, the
relationship between alcohol consumption and
adiposity in the general population has not been
well established: studies have yielded varied and
inconsistent results, reporting positive, neg-
ative, or no clear associations.' We examined
the relationship between regular drinking, in-
cluding the consumption of different kinds of
alcohol, and obesity in the Mediterranean
population of Spain.
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Methods: We studied 10 645 men and
11 193 women aged 20-64 years interviewed
in the Spanish national health survey carried
out in 1987.2 Obesity was determined by cal-
culating the Quetelet index (QI) (defined as

weight (kg)/height (m2)) using self reported
weight and height. Subjects were considered
obese if their QI was >i 85th centile for age
group and gender.

Alcohol consumption was measured by a

quantity-frequency index adapted to the pat-
tern of alcoholic beverage consumption in
Spain. Information was gathered on the usual
frequency of consumption and the quantity
consumed for each type of beverage studied
during the year before the interview. Subjects
were classified by alcohol consumption in ac-

cordance with previous studies.3 The pro-
portions in each drinking category were: 36 9%
non-drinkers, 49 5% moderate drinkers, 6-9%
heavy drinkers, and 4 9% excessive drinkers.
To measure the association between alcohol
consumption and obesity, we calculated the
odds ratios (OR) for men and women using
non-conditional logistic regression.4 Several
variables were taken into account because of
their potential confounding effect: age, edu-
cation, size of community, smoking, leisure
time physical activity, consumption ofany med-

ication for hypertension and heart conditions
over the previous two weeks, and, current
weight loss diet or any other special diet. We
checked for the presence of a dose-response
relationship by carrying out a weighted linear
regression analysis of the ORs.

Results: The crude and adjusted ORs for
obesity for different types of alcoholic drinks
and at different levels of consumption in Span-
ish men and women are shown in the table.
For total alcohol intake, the adjusted OR in
men increases between occasional drinkers and
excessive drinkers, from 0-92 to 1 17. This
positive tendency was statistically significant
(p = 0-0 11). In women, the observed effect was
just the reverse, ORs <1 that decreased sig-
nificantly as the amount of alcohol con-
sumption rose were seen. This trend was also
statistically significant (p<0 001).
With regard to wine, the ORs tend to be

>1, especially in heavy and excessive drinkers,
suggesting a positive association. The most
important association for wine consumption
and obesity was observed in women; their ad-
justed OR was substantial (1 * 7 5) in excessive
drinkers and statistically significant in heavy
drinkers (1-46, 95% CI = 1-05, 2 03) who
showed a dose-response relationship that was
close to statistical significance (p=0 066).

Discussion: This paper describes the re-
lationship between regular alcohol con-
sumption and obesity in the Spanish
population. Findings for men and women are
opposed - that is, there is a weak positive
association in men and a weak negative as-
sociation in women. Other studies on the same
subject have provided similar results.5 The neg-
ative relationship detected in women is one of
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